


01.Features

IQTouch T900 Series support 20-point touch, 2mm writing 
height and 0.5mm writing accuracy to ensure instant 
response and high precision to offer more vivid writing 
experience on the paper. 

4K UHD delivers crystal clarity with high contrast, high 
brightness and high range NTSC (>80% NTSC). With rich 
colors and lifelike images, T900 Series give the audience an 
immersive environment in front of the screen.

The 4K ultra-high-definition screen displays high contrast, high 
brightness and high range of NTSC (>80% NTSC) clarity. 
Whether under Android or Windows systems, the powerful 
image and video performance is pleasant to the eyes.

Fully upgraded ultra fine touch technology

4K UHD display presents realistic visual effect

Smoother experience with powerful inside

Intuitive IQ OS for Android UI
We are committed to creating a humanized 
interface to make user operations more convenient 
and effortless. Various styles of themes can fit into 
education or corporate environment, with abundant 
tools available at your fingertips. 



Features

Multi-functional USB Type-C connection with only one 
Type-C cable to achieves power charging, audio and 
video transmission and the maximum speed is up to 10 
Gbps. Even reverse touch control from touch screen 
can be realized. Just one connection, what you want 
can be satisfied.

Support directly writing on MS Office documents, saving 
annotations in the original file and sharing to other as well 
as hand gesture recognition like select and zoom with your 
fingertips, erase with fist. With multi-functional collaborative 
Windows Ink, you will never lose a thought

With built-in Eshare Pro software, share your screen wirelessly 
right away when you get an idea. Creating brainstorming 
atmosphere for your thoughts to flow freely. No need to plug 
cables anymore. Just show your instant inspiration without waiting.

02.

One USB Type-C to have it all

Windows Ink compatible for easy annotation

Wireless screen sharing catches your 
instant inspiration

Total power output 12W*2 with independent 
bass, the special designed acoustic structure 
creates rich stereo sound for premium audio 
performance. 

High quality speakers



Peripherals 03.

IQSpeakerphone IQConference PTZ Camera

IQSound IQ SmartPen

IQ Share Button IQ Height-Adjustable Stand


